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SUMMARY 
A three-dimensional lateral-control investigation 
was made at high s peeds of a wing of high aspect ratio 
having 0,20-chord straight-sided-profile plain ailerons 
with a scan 37 . 5 percent of- the wing semisan. Spanwise loadings and nornents and rolling-moment coefficients were 
obtained from pressure-distribution measurements, and 
hinge-moment data were obtained by an electrical strain 
gage for Mach numbers um to 0.925 at aileron deflections 
from 10 0 to 10- and at various angles of attack. 
The wind-tunnel test data indicate no unusual rolling-
moment and aileron hinge-moment characteristics for an 
airplane with this oarticulr wing-aileron combination and 
designed to o p erate at level-flight Mach numbers up 
to 0.830. At higher Mach numbers-, com p arable to those 
obtained in dives, therolling effectiveness was reduced 
but the ailerons still produced some rolling moment at zero 
and ositive lifts up to the maximum test Mach number ofO.925. 
At Mach numbers between 0.880 and 0.900 there is possibility, 
however, of flexibility-induced aileron snatch for an airplane 
having an aileron control system of inadequate stiffness, 
I NTRODTCTION 
A general research p rogram conducted in	 nection 
with the design of a high-speed airplane wik	 wing of 
high aspect ratio has been undertaken by	 ational 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Basçiwing character- 
istics including data on normal force,	 loading, 
pitching moment, drag, and wake widt've been presented- 
in reference 1 for a wing of this 	 This wing has an 
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NACA 65-210 airfoil section and an aspect ratio of 9
. 
As 
an aid in the design of a horizontal tail for use with this 
type of wing.., tests were made to determine the downwash 
and flow fluctuations behnd the wing, and the data from 
these tests are presented in reference 2. The effects of 
a solid-front dive brake, a slotted dive brake, and a dive-
recovery flap on the basic wing characteristics at high 
Mach numbers, together with an investigation of the average 
incremental downwash due to the addition of the dive-
recovery flap , are presented in reference . 
The tests presented herein were made to determine 
the aerodynamic characteristics of 0.20-chord plain ailerons 
on a wing of hIgh aspect ratio at high speeds. Lateral-
control data including hinge-moment coefficients, rolling-
moment coefficients, pitching-moment coefficients, and 
span loadings were obtained for Mach numbers from 0.400 
to 0.925 and at aileron deflections from _lOU) to 100 for 
various wing angles of attock. 
SYMBOLS
The symbols used herein are defined as follows: 
a	 angle of attack of finite-span wing 
V	 velocity in undisturbed stream 
P O	 static p ressure in undisturbed stream 
p	 local static pressure at a oint on airfoil section 
P	 mass density in undisturbed stream 
a	 speed of sound in undisturbed stream 
q	 dynamic pressure in undisturbed stream !pv2 
/	 - 
P '	 oressure coefficient
\ q 
P	 critical pressure coefficient obtained when local 
cr	
speed of sound is reached at some point on 
airfoil section 
M	 Mach number (V/a) 
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aileron deflection; Dositive for down deflection 
ba	 span of aileron; model value, 0,590 ft 
c	 section chord of wing 
C a	 section aileron chord measured along airfoil chord 
line from hinge axis of aileron to trailing edge 
of ctil o.l 
root-mean-square chord of aileron; model value, 
(
	Ft— baO.O5LL ft ( 
	
ca  
S	 area of complete wing; model value, 1.10 sq ft 
C l mean aerodynamic chord of wing; model value, 
7	 b/2 
o. 13 7 f  (c = I j	 2 d) 
Ha	 aileron hinge, moment
2 0	 1	 — 
°ha	
aileron nie-moment coefcient aca 
resultant oressure coefficient across aileron seal 
= (Value of P below seal) 
- (Value of p above seal)) 
x	 distance along chord from leading edge of airfoil 
section 
y	 distance along semspan from wing center line 
b	 span of wing; model value, 3 .15 ft 
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chanpe in section normal-force coefficient of air- 








cr.	 section pitching-moment coefficient of airfoil 
about quarter-chord point from pressure-
distribution data; pitching moment due to chord 







LCm	 change in section oitchinnoment coefficient of 
airfoil about uarter-chord point due to aileron 
deflect ton 






normal-force coefficient of sem.ispan wing 
2 
C=- f	 ccdy 
".3 
AC,,	 change in normal-force coefficient of semispan 
wing due to aileron deflection 
2 
tCF	 J	 Ac c dy 
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Cm	 Ditching-moment coefficient of serijisoan wing about 
-	 quarter-chord line of wing 
b/2 
2	 1	 2- 
= T J 
AC,1.	 change in oitching-momen coefficient of semispan 
wing
cL ai	
about quarter-chord	 w rd line of in; due to 
leron leflection 
2	 ,.b/2	 2 ACm =	 J	 AC c dy 
rolling-moment coefficient, due to aileron deflec-
tion, about \ axis collinear with chord line 
in plane of symmetry 
c-- (
	
Ac11 cy dy 
U0 
C 1	 damming-moment coefficient about axis collinear 
P	 with chord line in plane of symmetry, computed 
simoly by the equation 
2 b/2 
c 
=	 U) n cy2 dy 
here dc/da is tile expermntally determined 
rate of change of section normal-force coeffi- 
cient wth angle of attack of finite-span wing 
gubscrimts: 
U	 upper surface 
L	 lower surface
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APPAFATTJS AND TESTS 
The tests were made in the Langley 8-foot high-speed 
iunnel, which is a single-return closed-throat tunnel 
with an air-stream turbulence that 1s small hut slightly 
higher than free air. For these tests the airsoeed was 
continuously controllable to a choking IVach number of 0.950 
(uncorrected) 
The wing with clam n aileron used for the lateral-
control investigetion is the same wing that was used for 
the tests of reference 1. The wing as tested is shown 
in figure 1. The wing has an NACA 65-210 airfoil section, 
an asnect ratio of 9.0, a taper ratio of 2.5:1.0, no 
sweepback, twist, or dihedral, and a ti p having the 
dimensions given in table I. The effective scan of the 
model win,- is 37.8 inches; the root chord is 6 inches, 
and the ti p chorc. is J4. inches. urdr±ates of the 
I'YACA 65-210 airfoil section are given in table II. A 
complete descri p tion of the model and tunnel setuc is 
given In reference 1. The aileron chord is 20 percent 
of the wing chord and the atleron span is 37.5 percent 
of the wing semip san, with the inboard end of the aileron 
at the LO-cercent-semiscan station (fig. 2). Two hinges 
located aoproximately 25 ercent of the aileron span from 
either end of the aileron su,:orted the aileron. The 
ailerons, are of straIght sided profile with a trailing-
edge angle of 11.10 (fig. 3)• 
Twenty stati.c-tressure orifices were placed at each 
of eight stations along the wing span (fig. L) . The 
spanwise locations of these stations in percent of the 
semisan are 11, 20, 30, L, 56, 6L., So, and 95. The 
four inboard stations were olaced on the left half of 
the v.iing, and the four outboard stations on the right 
half. Pressure data at stations within the aileron span 
were obtained, at stations 6LL, 80, and 95 percent of the 
semi span. 
Normal-force, pi tching-moment, and rolling-moment 
data were obtained from pressure-distribution measure-
rnents; and, hinge-moment data were obtained by electrical-
strain-gage measurements. The hinge moments were measured 
on the left aileron, which had no pressure stations within 
its span. Fecause of the small size of the model and the 
high loads encountered during these tests, it was not 
feasible to incorporate a seal on the left aileron where 
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the hinge-moment data were obtained. These data are there-
fore for an unsealed aileron with a 6--an approximately 0.303 
of the wing chord. The pressure data at stations within 
the aileron span were obtained on the right half of the 
wing.-	 right aileron, however, was completely sealed 
and the coefficients derived from the pressure data are 
therefore for sealed-gap conditions. Aerodynamic data 
were obtained for ci-igles of attach of 2 0 , 00 , 20, 1I°, 
7°, and 10° at Mach numbers of 0J.00 and o.600 and for 
angles of attack of -20 00	 4. and 7 at Mach numbers 
of 0.760, 0.800, 0.827, O.bBO, 0.907, and 0.925 (uncor-
rected). Tests were made at sever aileron deflections 
from 10 to 10 0 for all Mach numbers. The test Mach 
numbers used herein were corrected as in reference 1. A 
full discussion of the corrections for model constriction, 
wake constriction, and lift vortex interference -,r- ay be 
found in reference 1. No corrections have been made to 
the rolling-moment or hinge-moment coefficient. A dis-
cussion of corrections to lateral-control coefficients 
is given in references L and 5. 
The aerodynamic data show that the maxiium twisting 
moment about a torsion axis passing through the L3-percent- 
chord points of the section chords occurred at a Mach 
number of 0 .925, an angle of attach. of 70, and an aileron 
deflection of o.6 0 . Static torsion tests of the model 
gave a torsional stiffness of the wing at the midspan 
of the aileron of 250 inch- pounds per degree; that is, 
a concentrated twisting moment of 250 inch-ounds applied 
at the wing ti-) would result; in a twist of the wing of 10 
at the mtdsp an of the aileron. then the soanwtse section- 
loading said section-moment data at the worst twisting con- 
ditions are used and the torsional stiffness at a section 
is considered to vary inversely as the cube of the dis-
tance from the olane of symmetry, the calculations indi-
cate a maximum twist of the wing at the ti p of -0.200. 
No corrections have been made for the effect of twist. 
RESULTS 
Effects of Teynolds Number 
In these tests the Reynolds number varied from 900,000. 
at a Nach number of 0.400 to 1,)4.00,000 at a 1ach number 
of 0.900 with. the Reynolds number based on the mean aero-
dynamic chord of the wing. Some idea of the effects of 
CONPIDENTIAL
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Reynold.s number at suhcritica] iach numbers can he 
obtained from the two-dimensional tests of the same air-
foil section at Reynolds numbers of 1,000,000 and 9,000,000 
corresoonding to Piach numbers of 0.07 and 0.17, respectively 
(reference 6). The effects of. Reynolds number on airfoils 
at superoritical MsQh numbers are of secondary importance 
as compared to the effects of compressibility (reference 7). 
Pressures 
Illustrative chordwise pressure distributions at 
three s p anwise stations within the aileron s p an for aileron 
deflections of _ 5•7 0 , 0.5 0 , and 5.30 and for Pach numbers 
up to 0.925 are presented in figures 5 to 7. Spanwise 
section loadings obtained fromintegration of the pres- 
sure data are shown in figures 8 to 1  for seven aileron 
deflections from _10.00 to 9.60. Ving normal-force coef-
ficient against aileron deflection and Iviach number are 
given in figures 15 and 16, resrectively. The data for 
even values of aileron deflection were obtained from 
cross plots. Snanwise section moments for aileron def1ec 
tions from _10.00 to 9.60 are presented in figures 17 
to 23. The effect of aileron deflection on spanwise sec-
tion moments for several ech nUn bars is shown in fig-
ure 24.	 tng nitching-noment coefficients based on the 
wing mean aerodynamic chord are p lotted against aileron 
deflection in Cie:ure 25 and against ach number in fig-
ure 26. Incremental values of wing normal-force and 
oitching-moment coefficient resulting from aileron deflec-
tion are plotted against Mach number in figure 27. 
The rolling-moment coefficients for the sealed aileron 
are plotted against aileron deflection in figure 28 and 
against ach number in figure 29. The rate of change of 
rolling-moment coefficient with aileron deflection 
(.c7/Ao	 for small aileron deflections (±2°) is plotted 
against .'.ach number in figure 30. A oamping-nloment coef-
ficient CL	 based on the exoerimentally determined 
values of
	 c/da for zero aileron deflection is :iven 
in figure 31 to shoi' the general effects of compressibility 
on damping in roll. The calculated rate of roll per unit 
aileron deflection for a rigid wing with sealed aileron 
in pure roll is plotted against bac1 number in figure 32. 
The rate of roll per unit aileron deflection was obtained 
from the equation
CONFIDENTI AL
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pb/2V 
= 2L 
E1ör	 r 'alp 
Hinge Moments 
An electr i cal strain gage was used to determine the 
hinge moments. The small size of the model necessitated 
the use of a small strain gage and this smallness of the 
gage, coupled with the severe operating conditions pro-
duced by high sDeeds, high temperatures, and large aileron 
loads impaired the accuracy of the hinge-moment measure-
ments. An indication of the accuracy of the data can be 
obtained from the scatter of the test roints of figure 33 
The basic effects of compressibility, however, are well 
illustrated by the data. Fia.ures 3L. and. 35, which were 
obtained from the data of figure 33, show the variation 
of the hinge-moment coefficients of the unsealed aileron 
with tach number and angle of attack, respectively. In 
figure 36 is given the variation of the parameters 
A Ch/L 3 a)	 and (6Cha/ a =00 with Mach number. 
These sloes are the average values for aileron deflec-
tions from _10 to l end angles of attack from _10 to 10. 
Data on the average resultant pressure coefficient across 
the aileron seal are shown for various aileron deflections 
and Mach numbers tn figure 37. 
DISCUSSION 
Pressure-Distribution Diagrams 
In reference 1, large variations were observed in 
normal-force coefficients at Mach numbers greater than 
0.760 and in pitching-moment coefficients at Mach numbers 
greater than 0.825. These large changes in the aero-
dynamic characteristics are associated with the unsym- 
metrical effects of shock and shock movement on the 
upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil. At Mach numbers 
in the approximate range from 0.625 to 0.900, the rear-
ward movement of shock on the lower surface of the air-
foil predominated in affecting the aerodynamic character-
istics and resulted in a reduction of normal-force 
coefficients, an increase in pitching-moment coefficients 
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in a positive direction (exce p t at large angles of attack), 
and generally, as the present tests showed, a positive 
increase in hinge-moment coefficients (exce p t for the 
large angles of attack at positive aileron deflections). 
At 'Mach numbers greater than 0.900 a greater increase in 
the negative direction of the pressures on the rear half 
of the upper surface as compared with those on the lower 
surface reversed the direction of the changes just noted 
at Mach numbers less than 0.900. These pressure phenomena 
are illustrated by the chordwise pressure distributions 
of figures 5 to 7, vdaich are for spanwise stations within 
the aileron span. 
Normal-Force Characteristics 
The data showing the effects of compressibility on 
spanwise loading for various aileron deflections (figs. i 
to iL.) are quite siwiler to the data for zero deflection 
(reference 1) which, at the higher sreeds, show irregular 
load distributions, an outboard movement of the lateral 
center of load for positive lifts, and rapid changes in 
the angle of zero lift. At the highest kach numbers, 
positive aileron deflections are -more effective in pro-
ducing lift than negative deflections (fig. 15). When 
the flow over an airfoil is largely supersonic, a control 
surface becomes relatively ineffective in controlling the 
supersonic flow ahead of it (reference 8). This loss in 
control effectiveness at such s peeds is illustrated by 
the data of figure 16. At positive angles of attack, a 
positive deflection of the control changes the lower-
surface pressures to values of negative pressure coeffi-
cient that are low enough to escape the full effects of 
compression shock on the lower surface for speed condi- 
tions corresp onding to those of these tests (figs. 6 
and 7) so that the control surface still retains some 
control on the flow over the lower surface. As is to be 
expected, an increase in angle of attack increases the 
ability of the control at positive deflections to modify 
the flow over the lower surface. The schlieren photo-
graphs of reference S for a 19-percent-thick wing 
section show separated flow associated with compres-
sion shock off both surfaces ahead of the control surface 
at sup ercritical Mach numbers and explain the lack of 
effectiveness of the control as a result of this separa-
tion. The reduced effectiveness at suercritical Mach 
numbers for negative aileron deflections noted for the 
10-percent-thick wing used in the present tests is 
probably the result of similar separation off the upper 
surface, which is more disposed toward separation than 
the lower surface because of the 0.2 camber of the section
MACA RN O. r6H28. Cc1FIDENTIAL	 11 
and the uositive angles of attack at which the sections 
operate. At an angle of attack of 7 0 and at Mach numbers 
of 0.907 and 0.925, however, it is to be noted that for 
aileron deflections up to -xO the aileron shows some con-
trol of the flow. The data for an angle of attack of L° 
at a Nach number of 0.907 also shows some control of the 
flow for deflections up to -5 0. A study of the chordwise 
p ressure distributions for these negative deflections and 
angles of attack reveals that the aileron has a noticeable 
effect on the lower-surface flow and also to some extent 
011 the upper-surface flow. This discussion is also 
generally applicable In the analysis of changes in wing 
pitching-moment coefficients and rolling-moment coeffi-
cients at these high Mach numbers. Aileron deflection 
had relatively little effect on the Mach number at which 
the force break occurred (fIg.16). Noticeable increases 
in normal-force coefficient at Mach numbers greater than 
0.900 were obtained for all aileron deflections as well 
as for zero deflection (fig. lb), 
Pitching-Moment Characteristics 
Large, somewhat Irregular variations occur i the 
spanwise values of the section moment factor cmb2c2/S2 
at high Mach numbers for all aileron deflections 
(figs. 17 to 23). Increments of cmb 2o2/S2 due to 
aileron deflection show similar variations (fig. 2)4). At 
the higher Mach numbers, the positive aileron deflections 
generally have a greater effect on wing pitching-moment 
coeffic i ent than the negative deflections (fig. 25), as 
was the case for the effect of aileron deflection on wing. 
normal-force coefficient. General compressibility effects 
as regards unsymmetrical effects of shock movement over 
the upper and lower surfaces are the same for all aileron 
deflections (fig. 26). The effects of com p ressibility on 
the changes in wing normal-force coefficient and wing 
pitching-moment coefficient due to aileron deflection 
presented In figure 27 show somewhat more clearly than 
figures 15 and 25 the effect of aIl?ron deflection on 
these characteristics. 
Rolling-Moment Characteri StICS 
The data of figures 28 to 30 show that compressibility 
produces no great losses in aileron rolling-moment coef-
ficient for Mach numbers up to End Including 0.025, which 
is well above the wing critical Mach number of 0.730 (wing 
normal-force coefficient of 0.2). Positive aileron deflec-
tions are shown to give rolling control at all speeds for 
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Positive lifts and improvement in control with increase 
.in angle of attack. At low angles of attack the negative 
deflections are ineffective at Mach numbers greater than 
0.825 but, with an increase in ang le of attack, the effec-
tiveness improves so that at anangle of attack of 70 tlie 
ailerons are effective for positive and negative deflec- 
tions. At an angle of attack of -2 0 an actual reversal 
occurs in aileron effectiveness between Mach numbers 
of 0.885 and 0.925 (figs. 28,29., and 30); but the normal-
force coefficient for these conditions is aD p roxirnately -0.18 
so that an airplane with this wing-aileron combination 
would. not fly at an angle of attack of -2 0 at these high 
Mach numbers under all normal maneuvers. The discussion 
made in the preceding sections concerning the effect of 
aileron deflection on air flow over the airfoil applies also 
in the analysis. of compressibility effects on rolling-
moment coefficient. 
The general effects of compressibility on damping- 
moment coefficient (fig. 31) øarallel, as is to be expected, 
the effects of comoressibility on the oaraeter dC/da 
presented in reference 1. 3r use of the low-sneed section 
data.of reference 6 and the methods of reference 9, a 
damping-moment coefficient of 0.52 was obtained for the 
wing with round tips assumed and of 0.55 for the wing with 
square ti p s assumed. The variations of the damping-moment 
coefficient are largely reflected in the rolling effective- 
ness per mit aileron deflection	 for a rigid wing 
with sealed aileron at two altitudes (fig. 32) and this 
rolling effectiveness is seen to decrease with increasing 
Mach number up to a Mach number of 0.760, then to increase 
abruptly to a Mach number of 0.800, and then generally to 
decrease again as the Mach number is further increased. 
At Mach numbers greater than 0.850 the rolling effective-
ness increases with altitude because of the improvement 
in roiling-moment coefficient resulting from the increase 
in angle of attack at altitude for level-flight conditions. 
For an actual airplane in flight, wing twist and yaw would 
aopreciably reduce the rigid-wing effectiveness. 
The data on the rolling-moment coefficient indicate 
that the ailerons are satisfactory for producing rolling 
moments on an airplane with this wing-aileron combina-
tion and designed to operate at maximum level-flight 
sp eeds in the Mach number range from 0.760 to 0.830. In 
dives in which the airplane would operate at higher Mach 
numbers the ailerons still produce some rolling moment at 
zero and nositive lifts un to the maximuri test Mach number 
of 0.925 although, at these .highaer Maóh numbers, their 
effectiveness is decreased. 
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The hinge-moment data of these tests are for an 
unsealed aileron. The general compressibility effects, 
however, can be expected to cony also for a sealed 
aileron. For Mach numbers through 0.830 the data on the 
hinge-moment coefficient for the unsealed aileron show 
no unusual comp ressibility effects (figs. 33 and 3L) 
hut, at higher Mach numbers, marked changes occur in hinge-
moment coefficient associated with rearward movement of 
shock. A possibility eists of flexibility-induced aileron 
snatch (reference 10) as a result of the positive slopes 
of dCh/dö. (overb'alence conditions) noted in the data 
for sonic of the test conditions. Flexbilit.y-induced 
aileron snatch will occur if the chan ge in aerodynamic 
lunaTe moment ocr degree chane of aileron deflection 
d.Ha/döa exceeds the stiffness of the control system. 
excressed in terms of resisting hinge moment developed 
per degree twist of aileron. The maximum value of 
dCh/d5 a resulted at a Mach number of o.Bo and an 
angle of attack of 20 and amounted .to 0.021. (See 
fig0 33(c).) In order to aiioid elastic instability, the 
aileron-control stiffness when expressed in this same 
rm	 x fo	 must exceed the value of 0.021. 
Jo larae variation of hin; c-moment coefficient with 
angle of attack occurred for vacn num.oers less than O.50. 
At .\ach numbers greater than a.ho, nowever, erratic 
behavior results (fig. 35) . The conventional hinge- 
moment parameters ('Cha/Aöa
	
and /Ch /a".	 show the
CL 	
a 
same generally large variations previously noted at speeds 
exceedin a Mach number of 0.850 (fig. 36). Included in 
figure 36 are two-dimensional data from reference 6 for 
the same airfoil section and aileron (sealed gap) at a 
Mach number of 0.17 and with a Feno1ds number of 9,000,000. 
Also included are data from unpublished tests of a 214-inch-
chord MICA 66,1-115 airfoil sectIon with a 0.20-cbord 
p lain aileron (0.002-chord gap). The general effects of 
compressibility on the hinge-moment narameters for the 
NACA 66,1-115 airfoIl in two-dimensional flow are shown 
to be veri similar to the results obtained in three-
dimensional flow with the wins, of the present tests. 
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No tests were made to determine the effect on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of fixing transition on the 
airfoil. Unpublished data obtained in the Langley 6-foot 
high-speed tunnel on a three-dimensional model of a 
horizontal tail of low-drag section and having roughness 
at 0.10 chord on both surfces qhowed that fixing transi 
tion irade the parameter çdC/da,	 more negative, the 
parameterdCh/d
	
less negative, and lessened the 
Severit-y of the comoressihility effects on both these 
parameters. Lifts were reduced but the general effects 
of compressibility on lift were the same. 
	
The data on the resultant pressure coefficient 	 P 
across the aileron sealJfia. 7) are useful for deter- 
mining the amount of balance of internally balanced 
aileron sstems. Tue curve of /F aMast aileron. 
deflection is seen to be atoroximately linear for positive 
aileron deflections but the sloflje 0± the curve decreases 
for negative d.eflections. At suoercniticai soeeds, 
smaller seai-ressure coefficients would he exp ected at 
negative deflecions as a result of the general inef- 
fectiveness of the ailerons at these deflections. At 
suJ)critical soeeds, however, these data are in variance 
with the low-sneed ( N = 0 17) two-dimensional data of 
reference 6 and with the data from unpublished low-speed 
(M= 0.21) tests made in the Leneley stability tunnel of 
a th.ree-dimiensional model of a horizontal tail, bo 1h of 
which show a linear variation of resultant seal pressure 
for both positive and negative aileron deflections. 
Tests of a partly sealed aileron 	 11)	 w 
	
(referene	 sho 
that negative aileron deflections are somewhat less 
effective in modifying seal oressures than positive 
deflections at Mach numbers from 0-3 to 0.7 
From the hinge-moment data, no serious comnress±hilitg 
ifcu s o tne urei t
	 mrcteri r c
	
YE	 ftrer 
airplane vi th the wing-aileron cornciration tested and 
designed to o'oerata at maximuil level-flight Macb. numbers 
up to co. At hL:her Mach numbors (aorox, 0.''80) 
comnerahie to those obtained in dives, a osthiiity of 
flexihi].'ty-induced aileron snatch exists for an air-
plane having an aileron control system of inadequate 
stiffness.
00NFIDFTTI AL
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Wing-Torsional Consid.eraton 
From the high-speed aerodynamic 
some calculations of the effect of w 
rolling characteristics have been ma 
ioL.. 5-foot span.. The torsional stif 
assumed to vary inversely as the cub 
the wing center line (reference 12). 
bution f wing twist resulting from 
bution of oitcbi moment die to ail 
thus obtained and the opposing roill 
twist could then be determined by us 
the exerim;ntaily determined rate o 
normal-force coefficient with anpie
data of these tests, 
Lng twist on the 
le for an airplane of 
mess of the wing was 
of the distance from 
The soanwise distri-
:he spanwise distri-
3ron deflection was 
g moment due to wing 
of the section twist, 
change of section 
)f attack dc/da1 
and the distance to the spanwise station from the center 
line. The calculations indicated that in order for the 
airplane with an assumed wing span of l0L. 5 feet to retain 
at least 25 i:ercent of the rigid-wing rolling effectiveness 
(fig	 2) at a Mach number of 0.880 and sea-level condi-
tions, a wing with a minimum torsional stiffness at the 
midepan of the ailerons of	 j 0.0 ;'_1 00 foot-oounds oer 
radian must be obtained. The required torsional stiffness 
for Gi!C same rolling effectiveness for similar wings on 
airplanes of different size varies as the cube of the 
wing span (reference 12) end conversion of the torsional 
requirements from one airplane to another is therefore 
sträi ghtforward. 
The rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient 
with aileron deflection was found in these tests to vary 
aproxiately as the factor i./4	 M2 up to a Mach
number of o.80. Calculations of the torsional stiffness, 
obtained for a Mach number of 0.880 by the method of 
reference 12 from the low-speed, data of reference 6 and 
extended to a Mach number of 0.880 by the factor 
- M2 , indicated that a minimum torsional stiffness 
Of the wing at the aileron midspan of 6,080,000 foot-
pounds nor radian is required to retain 25 percent 
of the rigid-wIng rolling effectiveness. Beyond a Mach 
number of 0.880, an abrup t decrease occurs in the rate 
at which the pitching-moment coeffi ci ant Varies with 
aileron deflection so that at 9. Mach number of 0.900 the 
rate is only about one-f ou:t'th that at a Mach number 
of 0.880. The oresant tests show, therefore, that the 
low-speed aerodynamic data for this wing can be 
satisfactorily extended. for wing-twist calculations by 
CONFIDa:NTIAL
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the factor	 up to the Mach numb-er where the 
break in rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient - 
with aileron deflection occurs but at Mach numbers beyond 
this break where, for example, wing reversal s peeds are to 
be determined, actual e p eMmontal data should be used. 
CCNCLUSINS 
Tests at high speeds were made in the Langley 8-foot 
high-speed tunnel of a wing of high aspect ratio with 
straight-ided-profile 0. 20-chord plain ailerons of 
37- 55 p ercent wing semispan. For an airplane with this 
particular wing-aileron combination, the wind-tunnel 
data indioet;e the following conclusions. 
1. The ailerons are satisfactory for producing 
rolling moment on an airp lane designed to operate at -
maximum,-, level-flight acn nuiioors uc to	 E0	 In dxves 
at which the airolane would operate- at higher Mach numbers 
the ailerons still produce some rolling moment at zero and 
ositive lifts u-,,-., to the maximum test Mach number of 0.925, 
althouh, at these higher Mach numbers, their effectiveness 
is decreased, 
2 No serious commrc-ssibility effects are indicated 
on the aileron hinge-moment characteristics for levl-flight 
Mach numbers no to 0.830. At higher Mach numbers 
(approx. 0.860) comparable to those obtained in dives, 
flexibility-induced aileron snatch is p ossible for an air-
plane having an aileron control system of inadequate 
stiffness. 
Langley IPemorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va. 
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TABLE I 
DIMENSIONS OF WING-TIP SHAPE 
See fig. 2] 
Plan-form contour 
Distance from DIstance forward of Distance rearward of 
tin,	 t 25-percent-chord 25-percent-chord (in.) line,	 Xf line,	 X r 
in  
0 -0.360 0.360 
.026 .bLi 
.053 .176 .i68 
O79 .263 1,307 
.1O
.337 1.Ld3 
15 .LL36 1.565 
.236 .529 1.710 
.3LL1 5°5 
-473 . 6 23 1.868 
Section contour 
Distance' from Lower-surface ripper-surface 
t.io, ordinate,	 z.L ordinate, zU 
(in.) (in.) (in.) 
0.026 0.022k 0.076 
.OL1 .093 
.079 .052 
.105 .061 .113 
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TABLE II 
ORDTNATES FOR NACA 65-210 AIRFOIL

[Stations and ordinates in percent wing chord] 
Upper surface Lower surface 
Station Ordinate I	 Station Ordinate 
0 0 0	 - 0 
.L.35 .19 .565 -.19 
.678 .99 .822 -.d59 
1.169 1.273 1.331 -1.059 
2JO8 1.757 2.592 -1.385 
2,191 5.102 -1.250 
7.606 -2.221 
3.555 io,io6 -2.521 
1L.S°9 L.338 15.101 -2.992 
19,009 L.933 20.091 
22,921 5.397 25.079 -3.607 
29.936 5.732 5O.ObL -.S8 
5.95L. 35.OLt9 
30.966 6.D67 L;.c.032 -3.92 
6.O5c )s.0i6 -3.868 
50.000 5.915 -3.709 
55.01.4 5.625 5):..98o 
60.027 .217 59.97 -3.075 
65.0 1.712 h)..96L -2.62 
710.Oj3 60.957
 
5.0ii5 3.9 714.955 _i.60c 
2.73 '9.056 -1.191 
2.057 I	 )Ob2 -.711 
90,028 1.327 b992 -.295 
C)5	 0111 .622 0).L.96 .010 
100.000 0 ioo:000 0 
L.	 E. radius: 0.687.
	
S -l oe	 of radius 
throuah end of chord:	 0.0,11,
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(a) Front view. 
Figure 1.- Wing of high aspect ratio mounted on vertical

support plate in Langley 8-foot high-speed tunnel. 
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(b) Three-quarter view of right wing. 
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